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ABSTRACT
SMP LMC 88 is one of the planetary nebulae (PN) in the Large Magellanic Cloud.
We identify in its spectrum Raman scattered Ovi lines at 6825 and 7083A˚. This
unambiguously classifies the central object of the nebula as a symbiotic star (SySt).
We identified the cold component to be a K-type giant, making this the first D’-type
(yellow) SySt discovered outside the Galaxy. The photometric variability in SMP LMC
88 resembles the the orbital variability of Galactic D’-type SySt with its low amplitude
and sinusoidal lightcurve shape. The SySt classification is also supported by the He I
diagnostic diagram.
Key words: planetary nebulae: individual: SMP LMC 88 – planetary nebulae: general
– binaries: symbiotic – binaries: close
1 INTRODUCTION
Symbiotic stars (SySt) are binary systems consisting of a
red giant (RG) transferring matter to a much smaller, hot
companion. Most of the SySt host a white dwarf (WD) as
a compact companion, but sometimes a neutron star is ob-
served. S-type (stellar) SySt host a normal red giant, while in
D-type SySt a Mira surrounded by a dense nebula is present.
In the case of a donor with an earlier (F–K) spectral type the
system is classified as yellow SySt. D’-type (dusty) SySt are
yellow SySt which additionally shows emission from dust in
infrared (IR). SySt can exhibit a variety of phenomena, such
as active phases, nova outbursts or jets. Given their complex
interactions they are good laboratories to study evolution
and variability of stars in binary systems. A recent review
of SySt is presented in Miko lajewska (2012).
In over a dozen SySt optical nebulae have been
resolved. Among the best studied symbiotic nebulae
are the ones in R Aqr (Solf & Ulrich 1985), HM Sge
(Solf 1984), Hen 2-104 (Santander-Garc´ıa et al. 2008),
Hen 2-147 (Santander-Garc´ıa et al. 2007), HBV 475
(Schild & Schmid 1997) and V1016 Cyg (Corradi et al.
1999b). The sizes of symbiotic nebulae range from ∼ 500 AU
⋆ Based on observations made with the Southern African Large
Telescope (SALT) under programmes 2015-2-SCI-036 and 2017-
1-SCI-049
† E-mail: ilkiewicz@camk.edu.pl
(HBV 475 Schild & Schmid 1997) up to ∼2 pc (V417 Cen
Van Winckel et al. 1994) in the optical, but they can be sev-
eral times larger in the IR (McCollum et al. 2008). The neb-
ulae are typically very young, with kinematic ages ranging
from ∼ 200 yrs (Hen 2-147; Santander-Garc´ıa et al. 2007)
up to ∼ 3000 yrs (BI Cru; Schwarz & Corradi 1992). More-
over, they can show a variety of shapes, including multiple
shells (e.g. Hen 2-104 Santander-Garc´ıa et al. 2008). The re-
view of their properties is presented in (Corradi & Schwarz
1997).
From a sample of 71 SySt Corradi et al. (1999a) con-
cluded that resolved optical nebulae are present in ∼ 40% of
D-type SySt, and are very rare around S-type SySt. Almost
all nebulae around SySt are not genuine PNe, i.e. asymptotic
giant branch (AGB) remnants (Corradi et al. 1999a; Kwok
2003), but just nova shells or wind lost by the mass donor
which was ionized by a WD. This results from the fact that
in D-type SySt the mass donor is a thermally pulsating AGB
star (Mira), which is a relatively short phase of stellar evo-
lution just before turning into AGB remnant. If the nebula
would come from the current WD, this would imply a small
difference between initial masses of the system components,
which would be extremely unlikely for such a big number
of D-type SySt. The nebulae around D-type systems most
probably consists of a material lost by the present Mira star
which may be overtaken and accelerated by nova explosion
of the WD (Corradi & Schwarz 1997).
c© 2017 The Authors
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A separate class of objects are nebulae around yel-
low D’-type SySt. Yellow systems are very rare in gen-
eral (Schwarz 1991), and only in two cases optical nebula
have been resolved around bona fide D’-type SySt, AS 201
(Schwarz 1991) and V417 Cen (Van Winckel et al. 1994).
Moreover, connections with SySt have been suggested for
other objects with resolved nebulae (e.g. Miszalski et al.
2012). Nebulae around bona fide D’-type SySt seem older
than in the case of D-type systems, namely 4000 yrs
for AS 201 (Schwarz 1991) and 40000 yrs for V417 Cen
(Van Winckel et al. 1994). Their expansion velocities are of
order of ten km/s, similar to terminal velocities of Mira
winds and an order of magnitude lower than in the case
of nebulae around D-type SySt (Corradi & Schwarz 1997).
The same statistical argument about origin of the nebula as
in the case of nebulae around D-type SySt can not be used
in the case of D’-type systems, since they do not host a Mira,
but an earlier type giant. Moreover, the early type giant has
a significantly weaker wind with a low mass loss rate. This
wind cannot provide enough material for a shell, as opposed
to the D-type SySt with a Mira mass donor. Overall, it seems
that nebulae around D’-type SySt are envelopes ejected by
a former AGB star, which is currently a WD and a mass
acceptor in a SySt (Schwarz 1991; Munari & Patat 1993).
This means the these systems are simultaneously SySt as
well as genuine PNe.
In this work we present a study of SMP LMC 88,
which have been classified as a PN in the Large Magellanic
Cloud (LMC) (Sanduleak et al. 1978; Morgan 1984). Based
on a discrepancy between derived properties of the nebula
from different models, Dopita & Meatheringham (1991) sug-
gested that the central star of SMP LMC 88 is a binary based
on the big difference between derived Zanstra-temperature
and the excitation balance temperature. Kontizas et al.
(1996) suggested that this object could be associated with
a globular cluster 1280 HS398. The nebula around the ob-
ject is elliptical with faint emission around a bright core
(Shaw et al. 2006). The chemistry of the nebula is somewhat
unusual for a PN, including low oxygen content and lack of
detection of carbon, which suggest that the PN originates
from a ∼3 M⊙ star (Ventura et al. 2015).
We present our observations of SMP LMC 88 in Sec-
tion 2. The classification of the system is presented in Sec-
tion 3.1. The properties of the nebular around SMP LMC 88
are calculated and discussed in Section 3.2. Search for vari-
ability of the object is presented in Section 3.3.
2 OBSERVATIONS
In our study we used a spectrum taken with the AAOmega
spectrograph on the Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT) with
exposure time of 1.5hr from Koz lowski et al. (2013), where
the the details of the instrument setup and reduction process
are described. Additionally, we collected emission line fluxes
from the literature. The emission line fluxes are presented
in Table 1.
We carried out two observations of SMP LMC 88
(RA=05:42:33.193 DEC=-70:29:24.08) with the Robert
Stobie Spectrograph (Burgh et al. 2003; Kobulnicky et al.
2003) mounted on the Southern African Large Telescope
(SALT; O’Donoghue et al. 2006). The spectra were carried
out with PG0900 grating and a slit width of 1.5 arcsec, re-
sulting in a resolution of R≃1000. In 2015 two 2000s ex-
posures were taken under programme 2015-2-SCI-036 (PI:
Miko lajewska) using two grating angles in order to cover a
combined spectral range of 3930–9300A˚. In 2017 one spec-
trum was taken with a 2700s exposure time under pro-
gramme 2017-1-SCI-049 (PI: I lkiewicz), covering only the
blue part of spectrum. The reduction was performed with
the pysalt package (Crawford et al. 2010) and standard
IRAF procedures. The measured errors in the line fluxes
are mostly related to uncertainty in choosing the continuum
level. The errors are 15% for fluxes of the strongest lines and
30% for the weakest lines. The AAT and SALT spectra are
presented in Fig. 1.
The radial velocities of lines were analyzed with the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) spectra from the Space
Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS; Kimble et al. 1998;
Woodgate et al. 1998). The spectra were already partially
analyzed by Shaw et al. (2006). The emission line profiles
are presented in Fig. 2.
The photometric observations presented in this work
come from the Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment
(OGLE; Udalski et al. 2015). The OGLE identification num-
bers of SMP LMC 88 are: OGLE-II LMC SC18 180289,
OGLE-II LMC SC19 28850, OGLE-III LMC177.2 82390,
and OGLE-IV LMC552.23 592D. We combined the OGLE-
II, OGLE-III, and OGLE-IV light curves for this source, now
spanning 18.4 years, and present them in Fig. 3.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Symbiotic classification
The SMP LMC 88 spectra reported by Leisy & Dennefeld
(1996) and Leisy & Dennefeld (2006) show an emission
line at 6825A˚ but the authors were not able to iden-
tify it. This line is also present in our spectra (Fig. 1).
We identify this feature as the Raman scattered Ovi line
(Nussbaumer et al. 1989). The identification is supported
by the presence of the accompanying Raman scattered
Ovi line at 7083A˚ (Fig. 4). The presence of the 6825
and 7083A˚ lines unambiguously reclassifies this object as
a SySt (see e.g. Shore et al. 2014, and references therein).
The SySt classification is additionally supported by the fact
that thus far only Raman scattered He ii lines have been ob-
served in young PNe (Pequignot et al. 1997; Lee et al. 2001,
2006; Kang et al. 2009), which we do not detect in our spec-
tra, while the 6825A˚ line is one of the strongest emission
lines in the optical range. Since SMP LMC 88 shows a re-
solved nebula (e.g. Shaw et al. 2006), this makes this object
the first extragalactic SySt with a resolved nebula.
In the spectral energy distribution (SED) of
SMP LMC 88 there is an excess emission from dust
in the IR (Fig. 5). The presence of dust means that the
SySt type should be either a D- or D’-type SySt, no
matter what is the source of dust. The IR colors of the
system exclude a D-type classification of SMP LMC 88
(Fig. 6), hence the system is a D’-type SySt. The D’-type
classification of SMP LMC 88 is further supported by the
comparison of its SED with SEDs of other D’-type systems
(Fig. 5). Namely, the optical brightness is similar, and
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2017)
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Figure 1. The AAT and SALT spectra of SMP LMC 88.
consistent with the presence of a giant. Moreover, the dust
emission reaches its maximum longwards ∼10µm. This
means that the dust is relatively cold (<400 K), which
is in agreement with the classical definition of a D’-type
SySt, where the D- and D’-type SySt were initially only
distinguished by the significantly colder dust in the latter
(Allen 1982). The D’-type systems with resolved optical
nebulae are extremely rare, with only two such objects
known in the Galaxy (e.g. Santander-Garc´ıa et al. 2008,
and references therein). Additionally, in such systems the
nebula is thought to be a fossil AGB remnant, thus the
SySt in SMP LMC 88 LMC 88 can also be classified as a
bona fide binary central star of a PN.
The SySt classification can be assessed in a diag-
nostic diagram with [O iii] and Balmer lines flux ratios
(Gutierrez-Moreno et al. 1995). SMP LMC 88 on this di-
agnostic diagram is placed between PNe and young PNe
(Fig. 7). This does not contradict the SySt classifica-
tion since some SySt have been observed outside of the
SySt region of this diagram (Baella 2010). Since the
Gutierrez-Moreno et al. (1995) diagram is essentially a mea-
sure of density in the nebula, the position of SMP LMC 88
may suggest that the [O iii] emission is originating in a gen-
uine PN rather than in the mass donor wind ionized by ac-
creting WD. Another available diagnostic diagram is a He i
diagram (I lkiewicz & Miko lajewska 2017), which is not as
likely to be affected by the PN ejecta, since the employed
emission line form in a region is much closer to the central
object that is dominated by the donor wind. In fact, the po-
sition of SMP LMC 88 on the He i diagram confirms its sym-
biotic nature (Fig. 7). The different position of SMP LMC 88
on [O iii] and He i diagrams is most probably due to the fact
that the He i emission lines form in the central region of the
binary, while the [O iii] emission lines mainly form in the
resolved nebula.
Leisy & Dennefeld (1996) noted a red continuum char-
acteristic of a cold star with Teff<4000–5000 K. In order
to confirm presence of a cold star in SMP LMC 88 we
used a synthetic spectrum and compared it to our deep-
est spectrum in a spectral region with relatively low number
of emission lines, as well as high number of expected ab-
sorption lines. The synthetic spectrum was calculated with
mean LMC metallicity [M/H] = −0.5 using SPECTRUM
code (Gray & Corbally 1994) and Castelli & Kurucz (2003)
stellar model. We assumed a log g=2.0 and Teff=5000 K,
typical for a giant in a D’-type SySt and consistent with
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2017)
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Table 1. Observed emission lines flux ratios of SMP LMC 88. The fluxes taken from Meatheringham & Dopita (1991) were originally red-
dening corrected. We transformed the fluxes back to the observed values using the reddening value adopted by Meatheringham & Dopita
(1991).
Source
Leisy & Dennefeld Meatheringham & Dopita Shaw et al.
AAT SALT SALT
(2006) (1991) (2006)
Date 1982–1991 1983–1986 30.08.2001 07.01.2013 18.11.2015 23.10.2017
MJD 56299.6 57345.0 58049.0
ID 100×Flux/Flux(Hβ)
H10+He ii 3798 3 3
H9+He ii 3835 4 4
[Ne iii] 3869 39.4 27 21
H8+He i+He ii 3889 16.7 14 12
[Ne iii] 3969+H7 19.2 15 16 14 18
He i+He ii 4026 3 2 2 2
[S ii] 4070 10 3 4 5
Hδ 17.5 18 17 15 23
Hγ 27.2 38 35 34 39
[O iii] 4363 7.6 12 8 11 11
He i 4471 5 3 3 3
He ii 4541 1.4 3 3 3 4
He ii 4686 73.0 84 71 84 85
[Ar iv] 4712 2.6 5 3 4 4
[Ar iv] 4741 3.2 7 3 4
Hβ 100 100 100 100 100 100
[O iii] 4959 131 94 113.5 88
[O iii] 5006 402 272 333.0 268 425 364
He ii 5412 8.6 6 9 8 8
[N ii] 5755 10.4 2 7 6 6
He i 5876 17.4 12 24 15 12
[Cav]+[Fevii] 6088 5 6 5
[O i] 6302 22.4 10 9.8 14 14 13
[S iii]+He ii 6312 4.0 3.5 4 5 3
[O i] 6365 7.0 5 3.7 4 4 4
[Arv] 6436 3.4 3 2 2
[N ii] 6548 110 46 50.0 88 85 69
Hα 685 455 453.8 895 586 452
[N ii] 6584 314 139 155.2 219 234 194
He i+He ii 6678 6.6 8 5.8 10 5 4
[S ii] 6716 15.0 5 7.9 10 10 8
[S ii] 6730 23.8 8 13.1 17 17 14
Ovi 6825 18 6 4
[Arv] 7007 7.7 6 5
He i 7065 14.3 9 24 10
Ovi 7083 6 1
[Ar iii] 7136 17.2 12 11
[O ii] 7320 15.8 11 11
[O ii] 7330 9 8
[Ar iii] 7751 4 3
11
[S iii] 9069 21
Leisy & Dennefeld (1996) observation. The comparison con-
firms presence of a cold star in the system (Fig. 8). Due to
non-negligible contribution of nebular spectrum as well as
the hot component spectrum to the total continuum we were
unable to precisely estimate the cold star Teff . However,
the comparison to synthetic spectrum, as well as presence of
prominent G-band in our spectra, is enough to classify the
star as a K-type star. This spectral type is later than in a
typical D’-type SySt, but is similar to a yellow type SySt
V417 Cen (see e.g. Mu¨rset & Schmid 1999, and references
therein).
3.2 Nebula properties
Due to the fact that SMP LMC 88 was classified as a PN, the
nebula properties were analysed extensively in the literature.
The main problem with the nebular characteristics derived
by different authors is due to that they used significantly
different reddening values, ranging from c=0.58 (Shaw et al.
2006), c=0.77 (Meatheringham & Dopita 1991) up to c=1.2
(Leisy & Dennefeld 1996) and c=1.31 (Leisy & Dennefeld
2006). This is due to the fact that the reddening parameter c
is measured using Balmer lines ratios and assuming Case B.
The Balmer line ratios vary significantly in SMP LMC 88
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2017)
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Figure 2. The radial velocities of emission lines in SMP LMC 88
on the HST/STIS spectrum. The black line is the observed flux,
the blue and red lines are fitted Gaussian components and the
green line is the sum of two Gaussian functions. The dotted gray
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Figure 3. V - (green) and I-band (red) OGLE light curves for
SMP LMC 88. The two maxima at approximately JD’=1400 and
6300 are clearly visible, pointing to a plausible period of ∼4900
days. The blue arrows indicate dates of spectra from Table 1.
(see Table 1) which means that at least at some epochs
the emission is inconsistent with Case B and the reddening
values derived from Balmer lines are significantly overesti-
mated. Here we have adopted the foreground Galactic ex-
tinction, AV=0.168 from the Schlafly & Finkbeiner (c=0.07;
2011), which represents the lower limit to the reddening to-
wards SMP LMC 88.
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Figure 5. The SED of SMP LMC 88 compared with SEDs
of the Galactic D’-type SySt. Flux of the Galactic SySt has
been scaled to the distance of LMC (Pietrzyn´ski et al. 2013).
The adopted distances of Galactic SySt are 5 kpc for V417 Cen
(Van Winckel et al. 1994), 2.3 kpc for HD 330036 (Pereira et al.
2005) and 4.3 kpc for AS 201 (Pereira et al. 2005). The ob-
servations are from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS;
Skrutskie et al. 2006), the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer
(WISE; Wright et al. 2010), AKARI/IRC mid-infrared all-sky
survey (Ishihara et al. 2010), AKARI-LMC Point-source catalog
(Kato et al. 2012), Spitzer (Hora et al. 2008), XMM-Newton Op-
tical Monitor (Page et al. 2012), AAVSO Photometric All Sky
Survey (APASS; Henden et al. 2012) and OGLE (Ulaczyk et al.
2012).
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We derived Te and ne using the reddening cor-
rected [N ii] 5755/6584 and [S ii] 6731/6716 line ratios.
Using the AAT spectrum we obtained Te=13900 K and
ne=3900 cm
−3, while with the SALT spectrum we obtained
Te=12400 K and ne=3700 cm
−3. We estimated Mi and
ε using the model of Boffi & Stanghellini (1994). We as-
sumed the nebular radius of 0.6 arcsec (Jacoby et al. 1990;
Shaw et al. 2006) and the distance to LMC 49.97 kpc
(Pietrzyn´ski et al. 2013). The flux calibration has been
obtained by scaling the spectra to the mean OGLE V
magnitude, which resulted in F(Hβ)=2.6×10−14 in the
AAT spectrum and F(Hβ)=1.7×10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 in
the 2015 SALT spectrum. Using a reddening corrected
Hβ flux, Te and ne from the AAT spectrum we derive
Mi=0.03 M⊙ and ε=0.17, which indicates a total mass of
the nebula Mneb=0.18 M⊙. Using the 2015 SALT spec-
trum we derive Mi=0.02 M⊙ and ε=0.11, which indi-
cates Mneb=0.17 M⊙. There is a big discrepancy between
the ionized mass derived in this work and published in
the literature (Mi=0.575 M⊙ of Dopita & Meatheringham
1991 and Mi=0.343 M⊙ of Boffi & Stanghellini 1994) which
can be mainly attributed to difference in adopted redden-
ing values. Namely, if we assumed the same reddening as
Dopita & Meatheringham (1991) and Boffi & Stanghellini
(1994), we would get Mi=0.16 M⊙. Moreover, the emission
lines are variable, which would naturally cause differences
in the derived nebula parameters when observations from
different epochs are used.
Two components of the forbidden emission lines of
the nebula are clearly separated on the HST/STIS spec-
trum (Fig. 2). The [O iii] lines have an expansion velocity
vexp ≃33 km/s, while the [N ii] lines have vexp ≃60 km/s.
This is consistent with the fact that Shaw et al. (2006) ob-
served larger and more pronounced ring of emission in [N ii]
than in [O iii]. The wavelength calibration of the HST/STIS
spectrum seems of low quality, however the difference in ex-
pansion velocities is confirmed by differences in the widths
of lines on the AAT spectrum. The [O iii] expansion velocity
if roughly consistent with vexp =24.7 km/s of Dopita et al.
(1988) estimated based on width of the line profile in their
spectrum. When we assume a lower and upper limit of the
size of the nebula to be 0.45 and 0.61 arcsec respectively, a
distance of 49.97 kpc (Pietrzyn´ski et al. 2013), and we take
a lower and upper limit on the expansion velocity of 33 and
60 km/s respectively, the estimated dynamical age of the
nebula is 1800–4400 yrs.
The parameters of the nebula of SMP LMC 88 are sim-
ilar to the nebula of AS 201 (Table 2), one of the only two
D’-type SySt with a resolved nebula known thus far. The
similarity of the two nebulae confirms the D’-type classifi-
cation of SMP LMC 88 because nebulae of symbiotic Miras
typically have significantly lower ionized masses, with only
one exception of Hen 2-104 (Santander-Garc´ıa et al. 2008).
3.3 Variability
SMP LMC 88 showed a sinusoidal variability in the OGLE
data (Fig. 3). The amplitude of variability is ∼0.1 mag in
the OGLE I filter. The variability might be induced by
orbital motion. If this is the case, the orbital period of
SMP LMC 88 would be ∼4900d, as suggested by separa-
tion of the two maxima. This is supported by the fact that
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2017)
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Figure 8. Comparison of SALT 2017 spectrum (black line) and a synthetic spectrum of a giant with Teff=5000 K. The spectra were
normalized to the local continuum. The Na i D line is probably of interstellar origin.
Table 2. Comparison of the SMP LMC 88 nebula (see text) to the
parameters of the nebula in AS 201 derived by Schwarz (1991).
SMP LMC 88 AS 201
Mi 0.02–0.03 M⊙ 0.08 M⊙
Size 0.15×0.11 pc 0.1 pc
Age 1800–4400 yrs 4000 yrs
similar sinusoidal variability related to the orbital motion
with a period of order of a few thousands of days and with
an amplitude of order of 0.1 mag is present in the Galactic
D’-type SySt HD 330036 and Hen 3-1591 (Gromadzki et al.
2013). Another possibility would be that the star exhibited
an active phase characteristic for a SySt, for which the am-
plitude of variability is smaller at redder wavelengths (see
e.g. I lkiewicz et al. 2016). This would be consistent with the
small amplitude of SMP LMC 88 variability in the OGLE I
filter.
The forbidden to allowed emission lines flux ratios are
clearly variable (Fig. 4). In particular the [O iii] 5007/Hβ ra-
tio reported by different authors varies between ∼3 and ∼4.
Similarly the Hα/Hβ ratio varies between ∼4.5 and ∼9. It is
not clear what is the nature of this variability or whether the
variability is correlated with the photometric observations.
However, the variability is clearly not related to changes in
the absorbing column density, since line ratios variability are
not correlated with wavelength.
Both the photometric and spectroscopic variability
could not be reproduced by a single nucleus of PN, which
supports the SySt classification of SMP LMC 88.
4 SUMMARY
In this work we identified Raman scattered Ovi lines in
SMP LMC 88, which shows that the system is a SySt. The
SySt classification is supported by the He i diagnostic dia-
gram (I lkiewicz & Miko lajewska 2017). The IR colors and
stellar features in the continuum allowed us to classified the
cold component as a K-type giant, which means that the
system is as a yellow D’-type SySt. Such systems are rare
and SMP LMC 88 is the first such system discovered out-
side of the Galaxy. Moreover, SMP LMC 88 has an optically
resolved nebula, which is the first such nebula observed in
an extragalactic SySt. The only resolved feature observed in
extragalactic SySt thus far is the giant jet in Sanduleak’s
star (Angeloni et al. 2011). Moreover, the resolved nebulae
in the yellow D’-type SySt are extremely rare in general,
with only two such objects known in the Galaxy (see e.g.
Corradi 2003; Santander-Garc´ıa et al. 2008, and references
therein).
The fact that the nebula around a yellow D’-type SySt,
opposite to the nebulae around D-type SySt, is an actual
PN (i.e. a fossil AGB remnant) makes the central binary of
SMP LMC 88 a central binary of a PN. Due to the fact that
central stars of PNe are discovered mainly using photomet-
ric monitoring, the known sample of central binary stars of
PNe consists mainly of binaries with short orbital periods
(Miszalski et al. 2009). On the other hand SySt are bina-
ries with some of the longest orbital periods, which makes
SMP LMC 88 an important addition to the known popula-
tion of binary central stars of PNe as the importance of long-
period central stars of PNe remains poorly understood (see
Van Winckel et al. 2014; Jones et al. 2017; Miszalski et al.
2018, and references therein).
We showed that there is evidence of variability in the
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2017)
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photometric observations, as well as in emission line fluxes.
The photometric variability is similar to orbital variability
of the Galactic D’-type SySt. If the observed variability is
in fact due to orbital motion the orbital period would be
∼4900d. More observations are needed to determine the na-
ture of the spectroscopic variability.
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